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“Cookbook Day” 12x12” Layout Instructions
by Keri Babbitt (http://kensingtondesign.blogspot.com/)

1. Cut & adhere 11” x 11” cardstock onto background paper, making sure to leave an un‐
adhered gap at the top left of the cardstock for journaling tag.
2. Crop & adhere 6 photos in grid arrangement on bottom 2/3 of cardstock.
(photo
sizes: two 3”x3.75”, four 3.75” squares)
3. Using pinking shears, cut fabric strip, sized at 2.5” x 10.75”. Adhere to top 1/3 of
cardstock.
4. Brush glaze or paint onto circle frame accent. Let dry.
5. Place circle frame onto printed title, & cut around edge to match. Adhere to fabric strip.
6. Stamp, cut, & adhere utensil images on sides of title frame.
7. Detail‐cut four arrows & a photo corner from patterned paper. Adhere.
8. Cut out 4”x6” tag from patterned paper. Round the two top corners with a corner
rounder; ink edges.
9. Punch tag topper with label punch; ink edges; adhere to tag with top 1/3 of the label
above top of tag edge.
10.Punch hole at the top of the label. Cut small fabric strip and thread through punched
hole.
11.Add journaling & tuck tag behind cardstock at the top left of the layout.

Supplies Needed:
Cardstock: Bazzill Basics
Patterned Paper: Basic Grey (gold background); My Mind’s Eye (journaling tag, title
background); Studio Calico (arrows)
Fabric: Marcus Fabric
Frame accent: Pink Paislee
Stamp: Purple Onion Designs
Punches: EK Success
Pinking shears: Fiskars
Glaze: Tattered Angels
Ink: Tsukineko
Pen: American Crafts
Adhesive: Therm O Web
Computer fonts: Santa’s Sleigh (cookbook); Chocolate Box Decorative (day)

“Together” 12x12” Layout Instructions
by Keri Babbitt (http://kensingtondesign.blogspot.com/)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cut fabric into 10”x10” square with pinking shears.
Adhere fabric in center of 12”x12” paper with temporary adhesive.
Machine‐stitch fabric onto paper using a wide zigzag stitch.
Using micro‐tip scissors, snip fringe around perimeter of fabric at ¼” intervals.
Mat 4x6” photo and adhere just to the right of center.
Detail‐cut paper vintage‐girls images & adhere to left of photo.
Use spray ink to splatter onto lace trim.
Use spray ink on frame accent by spraying ink into detail‐grooves, and wiping off
frame surface.
9. Layer frame accent with patterned paper & flower.
10.Adhere trim & frame accent onto layout below photo.
11.Add title above photo, & journaling around fabric edges.

Supplies Needed:
Patterned Paper: Collage Press (graph, large floral); Cosmo Cricket (vintage girls); Crate
Paper (pink)
Fabric alphabet stickers, Flower: Prima Marketing Inc.
Frame accent: Pink Paislee
Spray ink: Tattered Angels
Pen: American Crafts
Adhesive: Elmer’s Products, Inc.
Other: fabric, trim, pink thread
(Products from Midnight Rooster kit club)

“Arizona”
Supplies:
3” x 5” photo
12” x 12” square cut from pre-washed (to avoid shrinking) plain canvas
Fabric scraps
Claudine Hellmuth Sticky-Back Canvas scraps
Note book paper or journaling page – 4” x 6’
Paper or fabric leaves
9” ribbon or lace
Ranger Adirondack Color Wash Spray –
Stream, Lettuce, Cranberry, Red Pepper, Wild Plum
Acrylic paint – cream
Water spray bottle
Helmar Scrap Dots adhesive
Sewing Machine
In a protected work area, spray small amounts of Adirondack Color Wash on the canvas square in a random
pattern, alternating with water. The water will make the color less intense, and allow it to blend. Repeat
until you are happy with the results, and allow to dry completely.
Cut 12 motifs from patterned fabric in approximately 2.5” circles. Place on fabric in a grid pattern with two
rows of 4 across, and 2 rows of 2. Sew motifs down with sewing machine.
From 2nd piece of fabric, cut a photo mat 7.5” x 5.5”. Sew with zig-zag stitches about 2” from bottom of
page, and ½" from the right edge. Distress the bottom left and top right corners of the mat with a small
amount of cream colored acrylic paint and a dry brush. Also paint a small section in the bottom right corner
of the page for your title.
Cut a second photo mat 4” x 6” from notebook paper and layer with the photo. Zig-zag stitch with the paper
mat at an angle to the photo. Stitch lace or ribbon across the bottom of the fabric photo mat.
Cut around 3 fabric motifs, and place on the adhesive side of the sticky-back canvas to stiffen. Cut around
the motifs and glue to the bottom left and top right corners of the photo mat with Helmar Scrap Dots
adhesive, building up the glue to the depth you want. Make sure to dry thoroughly before touching the
motifs. Glue leaves down, sticking the ends under the motifs. Write title on the dry paint in the corner.

Barb Rogaczewski
rogaczewskib@yahoo.com

A Lacey Gift Bag
By Margie Higuchi (Blog: http://www.margieh.blogspot.com/)

Supplies:
Cardstock: WorldWin Papers (Grass), Bazzill (Pink);
Fabric – Fabric Central (Seaglass);
Stamp: Flourishes (Birthday Pennants Set and Strips & Stripes Set);
Ink: TSUKINEKO (VersaMark), Stampin’ Up (Pink Passion, Chocolate Chip);
Embossing Powder: Stampendous (Detail White);
Little Bag: Michaels (Mini Kraft);
Adhesive: GlueArt (Micro Squares, GlueGlider PRO);
Button: Jenni Bowlin (Vintage Button Cream);
Pearl: Prima (E Line Pearl Crystal)
Tool: Spellbinders™ (The Grand Calibur™, S4-312 Blossom Three, S4-328 Foliage & S5-028 Nested
Pennants)
Technique: Use fabric instead of patterned papers to create a flower.
Instructions:
1. Stamp lacey border from Strips & Stripes Set with Versamark ink to cover the front of bag.
2. Apply white embossing powder and heat emboss.

3. Stamp image and sentiment onto pink cardstock.
4. Place Spellbinders S5-028 Nested Pennants, Flag die template over stamped image and secure with
repositionable tape. Then cut/emboss with the Grand Calibur.

5. Cut fabric with Spellbinders S4-312 Blossom Three #1, #2 and #3 die templates (smallest size die
template is #1) with the Grand Calibur several times to give it volume.
CUT SANDWICH FOR FABRIC in The Grand Calibur (from BOTTOM UP): A Base Plate, Die
Template (cut ridges UP), Fabric, Printer Paper, C Cutting Plate and run through The Grand Calibur.

6. Cut/emboss two of the S4-328 Foliage with Grass cardstock and crease middle of each leaf for more
dimension.

7. Assemble the blossoms and center with cream button and pearl onto the flower.

8. Adhere all as shown and it's ready to give away!

